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The 5 Motivators for Dreaming Big 

Who is going to be there?

Where is it going to be?

I'd like to learn more about that...

What will I be doing?

Is there a cool thing?
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I wrote this for you. 

I know that finding your relationship Sweet Spot can be tough. That is,

there are setbacks, disappointments & challenges along the way. It's not

always wine and roses... 

Even the most dedicated soul finds themselves frustrated, angry, or sad at

times, and it can be difficult to imagine your happily ever after when your

motivation has taken a hit. 

These 5 Top Motivators describe the way that we decide what we find

interesting & exciting, or boring & meh. We are motivated to enjoy &

engage with experiences that fulfil our primary interests. Equally, we

disengage from or ignore experiences that don't fulfil our primary interests. 

That is why it is so important to tailor your life to YOU, instead of following

a system that doesn't excite you (even if it is really great, and has made lots

of other people happy!) 

As you read through each interest, consider the impact that it has on your

enthusiasm or engagement with your partner, and your life together, and

whether you might add a little more of that! 

Love Tara x

The 5 Motivators for Dreaming Big 
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Who is going to be there?

 Some people are very strongly motivated by PEOPLE. 

That means that when they are making decisions about what to do, and

what is important in their life, the key element is WHO will be there. These

people will not enjoy dinner in a restaurant with rude staff, nor go to a

party unless they like the people there. 

To lift your motivation with a primary interest of PEOPLE, you could try

going to places with staff you like, spending time with your partner and

some favourite friends, or could even mean your bucket list has some very

special people you would like to meet or see.

 Others are strongly motivated by LOCATION. 

That means that when they are making decisions about what to do, and

what is important in my life, the key element is WHERE it will be. This

could include the location's proximity, the type of location, and the

environment. 

To lift the motivation of a PLACES primary interest, make sure that your

lifestyle and adventures occur in locations that really float your boat.  

You can also identify the environment you prefer, do you like the beach?

The bush? The city? Do you like a well worn path? Or to forge your own?

Plan your future activities in a place that inspires you.

Where is it going to be?
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I'd like to learn more about that...

Still others are strongly motivated by INFORMATION. 

That means that when they are making decisions about what to do, and

what is important in their life, the key element is WHAT will they learn.

They enjoy new information & ideas. They may also like facts & statistics in

their area of interest. 

To lift your motivation with a primary interest of INFORMATION,

incorporate your love of learning into your life and future plans. That

means finding things you would love to learn in your lifetime. Perhaps you

have always wanted to speak another language, to expore the history of a

particular region, or gain a new skill. Plan it into your dreams!

 Some people are strongly motivated by ACTIVITY. 

That means that when they are making decisions about what to do, and

what is important in life, the key element is what will they be DOING. 

Consider different styles of activity. They could be exploring & adventurous,

or perhaps a relaxing flowing or meditative activity suits better.  

To lift the motivation of an ACTIVITY primary interest, identify the type of

activity you love. Do you like adventure and problem solving? Reflection

and meditation? Notice the themes as you identify your favourite activities.

There are so many ways to live your life, it is much better to find a style of

activity you thrive with, than to pursue an activity that will ultimately only

demotivate you.

What will I be doing?
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Is there a cool thing?

And finally, some people are strongly motivated by THINGS. 

That means that when they are making decisions about what to do, and

what is important in their life, the key element is the THING they can

use. Things are tangible items, something they can touch in the physical

world. They could be interested in technology, fashion, hippy chic, or  up-

cycled sustainable furniture. The theme will help to identify the types of

THINGS that will motivate & inspire an exciting future. 

To lift your motivation with a primary interest of THINGS, make sure you

have things in your life that you love. That may be a high-tech heart rate

monitor, the car you have always dreamed of, of the perfect shoes for that

dress or adventure.

You now have a heightened awareness of the kinds of experiences that

you find motivating & inspiring. 

Notice which of these interests are the most powerful drivers for you (look

for your top two). When you incorporate the top two drivers into your

dreams as a couple, you will begin to live a life of fulfilment now, and every

day. 

If you're finding this challenging, have some questions about this process,

or simply want to say hello!, email  tara@thesugardoctor.com.au 

Talk soon!  

Tara x

The Next Steps
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